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	Nanotechnology is almost a household word now-a-days, or at least some word with

	‘‘nano’’ in it, such as nanoscale, nanoparticle, nanophase, nanocrystal, or nanomachine.

	This field now enjoys worldwide attention and a National Nanotechnology

	Initiative (NNI) is about to be launched.





	This field owes its parentage to investigations of reactive species (free atoms,

	clusters, reactive particles) throughout the 1970s and 1980s, coupled with new

	techniques and instruments (pulsed cluster beams, innovations in mass spectrometry,

	vacuum technology, microscopes, and more).





	Excitement is high and spread throughout different fields, including chemistry,

	physics, material science, engineering, and biology. This excitement is warranted

	because nanoscale materials represent a new realm of matter, and the possibilities for

	interesting basic science as well as useful technologies for society are widespread

	and real.





	In spite of all this interest, there is a need for a book that serves the basic science

	community, especially chemists.





	This book was written to serve first as a advanced textbook for advanced

	undergraduate or graduate courses in ‘‘nanochemistry’’, and second as a resource

	and reference for chemists and other scientists working in the field. Therefore, the

	reader will find that the chapters are written as a teacher might teach the subject, and

	not simply as a reference work. Therefore, we hope that this book will be adopted for

	teaching numerous advanced courses in nanotechnology, materials chemistry, and

	related subjects.





	The coverage of this volume is as follows: First, a detailed introduction of

	nanotechnology and a brief historical account is given. This is followed by masterful

	chapters on nanosize metals by Gunter Schmid, semiconductors by Marie Pileni, and

	ceramics by Abbas Khaleel and Ryan Richards. The next chapters deal more with

	properties, such as optical properties by Paul Mulvaney, magnetic properties by

	Chris Sorensen, catalytic and chemical properties by the editor and Ravi Mulukutla,

	physical properties by Olga Koper and Slawomir Winecki, and finally a short chapter

	on applications of nanomaterials by John Parker.





	The editor gratefully acknowledges the contributing authors of these chapters,

	who are world renowned experts in this burgeoning field of nanotechnology. Their

	enthusiasm and hard work are very much appreciated. The editor also acknowledges

	the help of his students and colleagues, as well as his family for their patience and

	understanding.
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Comparative Gene Finding: Models, Algorithms and Implementation (Computational Biology)Springer, 2010
This unique text/reference describes the state of the art in computational gene finding, with a particular focus on comparative approaches. Providing both an overview of the various methods that are applied in the field, and a concise guide on how computational gene finders are built, the book covers a broad range of topics from probability...
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Java Testing with SpockManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Java Testing with Spock teaches you how to use Spock for a wide range of testing use cases in Java. Readers new to Groovy will appreciate the succinct language tutorial that'll give you just enough Groovy to use Spock effectively.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,...
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PHP Arrays: Single, Multi-dimensional, Associative and Object Arrays in PHP 7Apress, 2016

	Gain an in-depth understanding of PHP 7 arrays. After a quick overview of PHP 7, each chapter concentrates on single, multi-dimensional, associative, and object arrays. PHP Arrays is a first of its kind book using PHP 7 that demonstrates inserting, appending, updating, and deleting array data.


	This book also covers...
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Disadvantaged Children in India: Empirical Evidence, Policies and ActionsSpringer, 2019

	This book addresses issues concerning five major categories of disadvantaged children, namely street children, children involved in trafficking, child labor, slum children, and children in institutional care, which apply to a large number of children around the world, including India. Compiling primary and secondary research-based evidences in...
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Dynamic Enterprise Architecture: How to Make It WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book presents an approach to enterprise architecture, which enables corporations to achieve their business objectives faster. Focusing on the governance of IT in the organization, it provides tangible tools, advice and strategies for implementing and designing the architectural process within a corporation that will make a major contribution...
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Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Office 2007Course Technology PTR, 2007

	Featured in the four-color, visual Picture Yourself series, Picture Yourself Learning Microsoft Office 2007 is a valuable resource for all readers, beginner to intermediate. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk you through the basics of each application from beginning to end. Helpful tips provide additional information and advice to enhance...
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